1. Summary of results. It is known from number theory that the rational integral solutions of the Diophantic equation in two unknowns of second degree, viz.
(1.1) ■my2 = ± 1, where m is not the square of a rational integer, are obtained from the numerator and denominator of the convergents in the development of m112 as a periodic continued fraction. (1.1) is known as the Pellian equation.
Let m be a natural number which is not the «th power of a rational integer. In the present paper we solve, in rational integers, the Diophantic equation in n unknowns of degree n ^ 2 (1.2) with the notation x\-mx2 = ± 1.
For this reason (1.2) is called the generalized Pellian equation. It is remarkable that by means of the periodic Jacobi-Perron algorithm, which solves (1.2) it is possible to find an infinite system of integral solutions for a generalized Pellian equation of a much broader type. Let
(1.4) m = Dn+d; D, d,n natural numbers; « ^ 2; d\D.
Then, in addition to (1.2) an infinite system of solutions is found for the Diophantic equation
(1.5) D(m;xx,...,xn) = (-l)Mn-1}dk (k = 1,..., n-1).
We shall call (1.2) the generalized Pellian equation of zero-type, and (1.5) the generalized Pellian equation of ¿-type. Further let (1.6) m = Dn-d; D, d, n natural numbers; n ^ 2; d\D.
For such m we shall call (1.2) the generalized Pellian equation of minus zero-type and shall use the notation ± zero-type for m = Dn±d. Connections between the integral solutions of the generalized Pellian equation of ± zero-type and the structure of units of the field Q(mlln) are revealed. I want to express my gratitude to the referee of this paper for having drawn my attention to this important fact and for the many valuable remarks and hints which helped to improve my results.
2. Units and Diophantic equations. Let m be a positive rational, n a natural number 3: 2, and write (2.1) w = mlln.
Let w be a positive real nth degree irrational. In the field Q(w) every number Y has the form (2.2) X = Xx + x2w+x3w2 + • • • + xnw" "x (xx,.. ■, xn rationals).
We shall prove that the norm of X is expressed through the components xt (i= 1,..., n) by the formula Since 7V(Y) is a rational number and wk an nth degree irrational, only integral powers of wk can appear on the right-hand side of (2.5). Since n-l n Msk = (-i)s(n-i),
7V(Y) = 2 ( -Ds(n -"«**?+ x + 2 xjx1x22 ...x{n, 0 á A.j» < n.
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Thus the powers x" (/= 1,..., «) do not appear under the second sigma sign, and xx has the coefficient 1. Since x1 + x2w + x3w2+ • • • +x"wn"1 is in Q(w), so is Uk=i (xx+x2wk+x3wl+ ■ ■ ■ +xnw£-1), so that
CVi, • • •, yn rationals).
On the right-hand side of (2.7) all the powers of w but wn must vanish. This gives the following system of « linear equations in the y¡ (i= 1,..., «)
The solution of (2.8) (under the presumption that X is not identically zero) is given by the formula
Here An¡n+x-k(m; xx,..., xn) denotes the algebraic component of the element ûn,n+i-k in the determinant D(m; xx,..., xn) = |ajy|. From (2.7) we obtain, in view of (2.6), that the highest power of xx in the expression of yx is x"-1 with coefficient 1 ; the highest power of xx in the development of An,n(m; xx,..., xn) is also x" "1 with coefficient 1. Thus we obtain from (2.9) N(X)/D(m ; xx,..., xn) = 1 which proves (2.3). Formula (2.9) takes the form With Xe the number Are_1= Ye is also a unit in Q(w). Combining (2.7) and (2.10) we obtain from Theorem 1. is another solution of that equation.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Following Dirichlet's fundamental theorem about units of a field the number of basic units of Q(mlln), m a positive rational, equals [n/2]. Here [x] denotes, as customary, the greatest rational integer not exceeding x. Thus every unit supplies, through its positive and negative powers, two infinite systems of solutions of D(m; Xx, ■ ■., xn)= ± 1 in rational integers. In this paper we shall find a unit in R(w). Whether the other independent units of the field Q(w) are in the ring R(w) is an open and challenging question.
3. The algorithm of Jacobi-Perron. This is defined in the following way: let
be a set of n -1 real numbers ; from it new sets of n -1 numbers each are obtained by the following rule:
The algorithm is called periodic, if there exist nonnegative integers s and natural numbers t such that Theorem. Write The Jacobi-Perron algorithm of then-I numbers (3.11) w, w2,...,*'"-1 is periodic and the lengths of the period and preperiod are respectively T = n; S = n-1 for d > 1; (3.12) 7-1; 5-n-1 for d= 1.
7« case d>\ the a\n'1+v) (i=l,...,« -1; v=0, 1,.. .,«-1) have the form
(s=\,...,k),k=l,...,n-2.
In case a"= 1 the a|n_1) have the form as the ain) in (3.13). The very simple form of the period is stated explicitly in the original form of this theorem.
4. The generalized Pellian equation of zero-type. In this chapter we shall solve the generalized Pellian equation of ± zero-type and prove, to this end, The numbers A03n+k 1+i) as defined by (3.7) are obtained from the periodic JacobiPerron algorithm of the numbers w, w2,..., wn~x; w, D, d, n have the meaning of (3.10) and d> I. We shall make use of formula (3.8). For v=sn (s=l,2,...) we obtain, since We shall now make use of formula (3.9) and obtain for v=sn Arranging the numerator and denominator of (4.9) in powers of w, we obtain easily, with the notation of (4.4), If we multiply in (4.10) wl by the denominator and take in account that w*=Dn+d=m, we obtain, arranging this product in powers of w", k^n -1, X? + X$>W + X$>Wa + • • • + X^Wn'1 (4.11) = XiVv' + XaW1"1"1-!-hXn.jW" l + w(x"_f + 1 + Xn_i + 2W-|-+XnWi X).
Since, as was proved by the author in previous papers [1(g), (h), (m)] w is an nth degree irrational, the coefficients of equal powers of w on both sides of the equation (4.11) must be identical, which gives, for each i, the following n equations xf = mxn-i+s (s = l,...,i), Substituting the values of (4.12) in (4.6) we obtain the determinant (1.3) which proves Theorem 2, for d> 1.
For d= 1 the period is of length 1 and a¡n+s)=a\n\ (i= 1,..., n-1 ; s=0, 1,...) so that formula (3.9) takes the form, for v = n+s, 
.). (on+s)+ 2 a$nl40n+s+i) y=i
With the value v=n+s the determinant (3.8) equals (-if+*-»=(-i)*-i).
We then proceed exactly as in the case of d> 1 with the only exception that in the determinant (4.5) we have to write n+s instead of ns to obtain formula (4.3) for the solution of the equation (4.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. It should be noted that formula (4.1) is also valid for i=0. In this case the generalized Pellian equation of + zero-type has the solution : From (4.3) we obtain a solution for s=0, n = 3, after calculating the necessary A\v) from the pre-period and period of the periodic Jacobi-Perron algorithm of the numbers w, w2, w = 9113, Xx = 649; x2 = 312; x3 = 150;
and for the triple (yu y2, y3), yk = A3A_k(9; xx, x2, x3), k = l,2, 3, Ji = l; y2 = 12; y3 = -6.
5. The generalized Pellian equation of ¿-type. We shall introduce a combined sigma sign used by the author in a previous paper [1(f)], viz. xi1'
e shall again make use of formula (3.9) and obtain, forv=sn+2n-k and remembering that a(*n + 2n-k) = a(2n-k) for £g"; _/=!,..., «-1,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From (3.13) we obtain, substituting there n-k for k (n-k=l,..., n-2)
(s = 1,...., n -k), k = 2,..., n-1.
Since «3a»-»»«!»-» (j = l,..., n-l) we obtain from (3.13)
Substituting the values of afn " fc) (j= 1,..., n -1 ; k = 1,..., n -1) from (5.7) and (5.8) in (5.6) we obtain, arranging the numerator and denominator in powers of w, with the notation of (5.3) and substituting w' for a¡0) (/= 1,..., n-1) (5.9) w' =-5--.¡-(i = 1,..., n-1).
From (5.9) we obtain, as in the previous chapter, xf = mxn-l+q (q = l,...,i), (5.10) *fti.-*< (7= 1,...,«-/), i = l,...,n-l.
Substituting the values of the x^° (r=l,..., n; i-% ..., n-l) from (5.10) in the determinant (5.5), we obtain is periodic and the lengths of the pre-period and period are respectively T=n2; S = (n-1)2 for d > 1; 7-n; S = («-l)2 ford=\.
In case d>\ the a\n2) have the form (5.14)
ai"2> = 2 (" \ Í+ÍV-\D-iy (i = 1,..., «-1).
1-0 \ J I 7n case d= 1 the a\n3 ~n) also have the form (5.14)
Comparing the ain2) and aj"2 ~n) from (5.14), (5.15) with the a¡n) from (3.8), we see that the only difference between the + zero-type and -zero-type cases of the generalized Pellian equation in this respect is that in the latter case D -1 has to be substituted for D. We can, therefore, state given by the formula (6.3) Ye = (ws-Ds)nls¡d; s\n; s < n.
For a"=l these units have the form Ye = ws -Ds, s\n, s<n, and from the positive powers of Ye (for d^ 1) an explicit formula for the solutions of D(m; yx,..., yn) -± 1 can be derived. It is equally easy to prove that (6.2) and (6.3) hold for the case m = Dn-d, too. These results were obtained, by quite a different approach to the problem, in a joint paper with Helmut Hasse [1(h)], my admired teacher, where we have developed a theory of units. In our paper a periodic algorithm of Jacobi-Perron was also the starting point of our investigations. In this context one is tempted to state that one of the central questions of number theory is not the calculation of units or the solution of generalized Pellian equations of ± zero-type but the search for periodic algorithms (of Jacobi-Perron, or others; see the author's paper [l(m)]) of algebraic numbers. This question is still challengingly open.
